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-e reasonable inclusion of hybrid fibers can leverage the advantages of each kind of fiber and enhance the frost resistance and
flexural toughness of concrete. Previous studies on hybrid steel-polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete (HSPFRC) focused
primarily on its mechanics instead of its frost resistance. In this work, the compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, mass loss
rate, relative dynamic elastic modulus (RDEM), and flexural toughness of HSPFRC after freezing-thawing (F-T) are studied, and
the relative importance of each factor affecting the frost resistance of HSPFRC is quantified by using fuzzy rough set theory. -e
results show that the inclusion of hybrid fibers has a noticeable effect on the frost resistance of HSPFRC after hundreds of F-T
cycles and that the effect on the splitting tensile strength is greater than that on the compressive strength. After 500 F-T cycles, as
the steel fiber (SF) content increases, the compressive strength and splitting tensile strength increase by factors of approximately 5
and 4, respectively, the flexural toughness is strengthened, and the mass loss rate is reduced by more than 90%. -e addition of
polypropylene fibers (PFs) has a relatively small effect on the strength of HSPFRC but reduces the mass loss of HSPFRC by almost
80%. However, the suitability of the RDEM for evaluating the frost resistance of HSPFRC remains uncertain. Quantified by fuzzy
rough set theory, the weights of the factors affecting the frost resistance of HSPFRC are 0.50 (number of F-T cycles)> 0.35 (SF
content)> 0.15 (PF content), verifying the experimental results.

1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced concrete (FRC), a new type of high-strength
and tough cementitious material, consists chiefly of a matrix
(i.e., mortar or concrete composite) and reinforcing materials
(i.e., metal fibers, inorganic nonmetallic fibers, synthetic fiber,
or natural organic fibers) [1]. Fibers in concrete composites
are chaotically distributed and can bridge cracks, relieve the
stress at crack tips, and bear the stress caused by an external
load. Moreover, the bonding effect between the fibers and the
composite can effectively delay the formation and expansion
of cracks, inhibit the accumulation and development of
damage, and enhance the FRC service performance [1].

In the last few decades, research on FRC has developed
rapidly, focusing mainly on reinforced concrete mixed with

steel fibers (SFs) [2, 3], polypropylene fibers (PFs) [4, 5],
basalt fibers [6, 7], carbon fibers [8, 9], aramid fibers [10],
glass fibers [11], and so on. When properly added and mixed
into concrete, SFs can clearly improve the mechanical
performance, friction behavior, and fatigue properties of
concrete, enhance its toughness and impact resistance, al-
leviate its crack propagation, and improve its durability [12].
However, SFs agglomerate easily and have a large self-
weight, whereas PFs are flammable organic fibers with a low
production cost and low tensile strength. -e inclusion of
PFs can similarly prevent cracks from developing in the
composite, effectively improving its impermeability,
toughness, and impact resistance [13]; furthermore, PFs do
not rust as easily as SFs and thus are more suitable for
corrosive environments [14], reflecting the unique
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advantages and development potential of PFs in the field of
concrete reinforcement. -erefore, concrete mixed with
SFs and PFs is widely employed in highway pavement,
bridge decks, airport runways, industrial buildings, hy-
draulic structures, tunnel linings, and other special
structures.

However, the addition of a single type of fiber can
improve only certain properties of concrete mixtures, and
the improvement of their comprehensive performance is
limited [15]. In recent years, the research focus has
gradually shifted from traditional FRC with a single fiber
type to hybrid fiber reinforced concrete (HFRC) [16–18].
HFRC can utilize the advantages of each fiber with dif-
ferent sizes and shapes, thereby compensating for the
deficiencies of concrete materials with a complementary
and synergistic effect [19]. SFs with a high elastic modulus
have a substantial reinforcing effect but are expensive,
while PFs with a low elastic modulus are relatively cheap;
therefore, HFRC mixed with the above two fibers may
exhibit excellent mechanical performance and a relatively
low cost [20].

To better understand the properties of hybrid steel-
polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete (HSPFRC), a
large number of environmental erosion tests [21] and
mechanical tests have been carried out [20, 22], and re-
search on HSPFRC has developed from investigating its
material properties to studying the mechanical behavior
[23] and seismic performance of the concrete components
[24]. -e proper mixing of SFs and PFs in HSPFRC can
improve its compressive, splitting, and flexural capacities
[22], effectively alleviate shrinkage cracking [25], and
reduce its water absorption and corrosive medium per-
meability [21, 26]. In cold regions, the occurrence of frost
heave in concrete will result in the accumulation of in-
ternal damage and even substantial structural deteriora-
tion [27]. In this context, appropriate contents of SFs and
PFs can have a “positive hybrid effect” and can promote
the frost resistance of concrete [26]; however, an excessive
fiber content will cause a “negative hybrid effect” [22]. In
addition, under different experimental regimes, the me-
chanical properties of HSPFRC after freezing-thawing (F-
T) cycles are substantially different from those of ordinary
concrete or concrete with a single type of fiber [5, 15].
Accordingly, it is necessary to further study how SFs and
PFs affect the frost resistance of HSPFRC and the degree of
their effect.

In view of the above problems, this investigation is
performed to evaluate the frost resistance of HSPFRC with
different contents of SFs and PFs by quantifying the mass
loss rate, relative dynamic elastic modulus (RDEM), com-
pressive strength, and splitting tensile strength. Fuzzy rough
set theory will be used to quantify the degrees of influence of
the environmental conditions and mixture composition on
the frost resistance of HSPFRC. In addition, the flexural
toughness of HSPFRC will be evaluated by using the JSCE
SF-4 [28], postcrack strength (PCS) [29], and CECS 13-2009
[30] methods, and the applicability of the above three
methods will be discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Materials

2.1.1. Cement. -e chemical composition and physical
properties of the ordinary Portland cement (OPC) used in
this study are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. -e
water-reducing agent involved is a polycarboxylate super-
plasticizer, the optimum content of which determined by
pretesting is 0.50% of the total weight of the cementitious
material.

2.1.2. Aggregates. Crushed stone and river sand are used as
coarse aggregate and fine aggregate, respectively. -eir
physical properties are shown in Table 3.

2.1.3. SFs and PFs. -e physical properties and appearance
of the SFs and PFs are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1,
respectively.

2.1.4. Mixture Proportions. -e effects of the fiber types and
fiber content on the frost resistance of HSPFRC were taken
into account, and the mixture proportions were fixed as
shown in Table 5.

2.2. Specimen Preparation. After several pretests [31], the
samples were prepared with the mixing procedures shown in
Figure 2.

2.3. Test Methods

2.3.1. F-T Testing. -e procedures of the test are as follows
[32]

(i) After being cured in a moist room for 24 days, the
specimens were removed from the chamber and
soaked in lime water ((20± 2)°C) for 4 days.

(ii) -e specimens were placed into the F-T chamber,
and the temperature at the center of the specimens
and the temperature of the heat-conducting medium
were monitored. Each F-Tcycle lasted approximately
6 h, and the temperature measurement system and
alternating F-T regime are illustrated in Figure 3.

(iii) After a certain number of F-T cycles, the test was
terminated when the mass loss rate reached 5% or
the RDEM dropped to 60%.

2.3.2. Frost Resistance Index

(1) Mass Loss Rate
Specimens with dimensions of 100mm × 100mm ×

400mm were removed from the F-T chamber after
every 25 F-Tcycles and toweled dry and weighed by
using an electronic scale with a precision of 0.1 g.
-e mass loss rate Wn can be calculated as follows:
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Wn �
m0 − mn

m0
× 100%, (1)

where m0 and mn are the specimen mass before and
after the F-T cycles in kg, respectively.

(2) RDEM
After every 100 F-Tcycles, the specimens were oven-
dried at 60 °C until their weight difference fell below
0.1 g in 24 h. -e ultrasonic propagation time of the
specimens was measured (Figure 4), and the RDEM
E can be calculated as follows:

E �
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e0
�

v
2
n

v
2
0

�
t
2
0

t
2
n

× 100%, (2)

where en and e0 are the dynamic elastic modulus after
and before the F-Tcycles, respectively; vn and v0 are the
ultrasonic propagation velocity through concrete after
and before the F-T cycles (m/μs); and tn and t0 are the
ultrasonic propagation times after and before the F-T
cycles (μs), respectively.

(3) Strength loss

Table 1: Chemical composition of the cement (% wt.).

Chemical composition CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3 MgO K2O Na2O LOI.
Content (%) 64.0 20.7 6.16 4.41 2.6 1.82 1.2 0.20 1.21

Table 2: Physical properties of the cement.

Setting time (min) Specific gravity Specific surface (m2/kg) Flexural strength
(MPa)

Compressive
strength (MPa)

Initial Final 3.14 341 3d 28 d 3d 28 d
100 180 4.5 7.0 27.0 43.6

Table 3: Physical properties of the aggregates.

Physical
properties

Particle size
(mm)

Clay content
(%)

Crush value
(%)

Water absorption
(%)

Bulk density
(g/cm3)

Apparent density
(g/cm3)

Fineness
modulus

Coarse
aggregate 5–31.5 0.75 5.00 1.02 1.43 2.82 —

Fine aggregate — 1.00 — 1.20 1.48 2.63 2.7

Table 4: Physical properties of the fibers.

Fibers Diameter d
(mm)

Length l
(mm)

Density
(g/cm3)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Tensile elastic modulus
(GPa)

Elongation at break
(%)

Steel fiber 0.5 30 7.8 1457 475 2.6
Polypropylene
fiber 0.035 14 0.91 293 3.4 35

10mm

(a)

10mm

(b)

Figure 1: Appearance of the fibers: (a) steel fibers (SFs); (b) polypropylene fibers (PFs).
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Cubic specimens with dimensions of 100mm× 100
mm × 100mm were used for the strength loss test.
-e compressive strength fcn and splitting tensile
strength ftn can be obtained through formulas (3)
and (4), respectively:

fcn �
P

A
× 0.95, (3)

ftn �
P

A′
× 0.637 × 0.85, (4)
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Figure 3: (a) Temperature measurement system and (b) alternating regime of the F-T cycles.
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Figure 2: Mixing procedures for sample preparation.

Table 5: Mixture proportions of the HSPFRC.

Mixture ID
Component (kg/m3) Fiber volume

fraction (%)
Water Cement Coarse aggregate Fine aggregate SF PF

R0 170 447 1098 732 — —
S0P0.1 170 447 1098 732 — 0.1
S0P0.2 170 447 1097 731 — 0.2
S0.5P0 170 447 1075 717 0.5 -
S0.5P0.1 170 447 1074 717 0.5 0.1
S0.5P0.2 170 447 1074 716 0.5 0.2
S0.5P0.3 170 447 1073 716 0.5 0.3
S1P0 170 447 1051 700 1 -
S1P0.1 170 447 1051 700 1 0.1
S1P0.2 170 447 1050 701 1 0.2
S1.5P0 170 447 1028 685 1.5 -
S1.5P0.1 170 447 1027 685 1.5 0.1
S1.5P0.2 170 447 1027 685 1.5 0.2
S2P0.1 170 447 1004 669 2 0.1
Note. R, S or SF, P or PF� reference group, SF, or PF, respectively; and 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2� 0, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, and 2%.
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where P is the failure load (N) and A or A′ is the cross-
sectional area of the specimen (mm2).

-e compressive strength loss Qc and splitting tensile
strength loss Qt can be calculated by formulas (5) and (6),
respectively:

Qc �
fc0 − fcn

fc0
× 100%, (5)

Qt �
ft0 − ftn

ft0
× 100%, (6)

where fc0 and ft0 are the compressive strength and splitting
tensile strength before frost damage (MPa).

2.3.3. Flexural Toughness Test for HSPFRC. -e flexural
toughness of concrete is a measure of the fracture resistance
under a flexural load. In many field projects, improving the
toughness of concrete is more important than improving the
strength. Based on the results of the accelerated F-T test,
plain concrete and HSPFRC with a better frost resistance
were selected to carry out flexural toughness tests (Figure 5).
-e flexural toughness of the specimens with dimensions of
100mm× 100mm× 400mm was evaluated by means of the
JSCE SF-4, PCS, and CECS 13-2009 [30] methods.

(1) JSCE SF-4 method
-e flexural toughness coefficient suggested by JSCE
SF-4 can be calculated as follows:

fe �
ΩL

bh
2δ

, (7)

where δ is the midspan deflection (mm) andΩ is the
area enclosed by the load-deflection curve and
abscissa corresponding to δ � L/150 (N·mm).

(2) PCS method
-e PCS method is similar to the JSCE SF-4 ap-
proach. -e difference is that different deflections
can be chosen, thereby obtaining different PCSs. -e
PCS can be calculated by formula (8):

PCS �
( Epost ) × L

( L/m ) − δpeak ) × b × h
2, (8)

where Epost is the difference between the area under
the load-deflection curve at a deflection of (L/m) and
that at the initial crack deflection (N·mm); (L/m) is
the selected midspan deflection, which is larger than
the initial crack deflection, with values of 3mm,
4mm, and 5mm selected in this study; and δpeak is
the midspan deflection of the flexural member when
it reaches the maximum bearing capacity (mm) and
is taken as the initial crack deflection in this study.

(3) CECS 13 : 2009 method
Similar to the JSCE SF-4 method, the method pro-
posed by the Chinese code CECS 13 : 2009 mainly
evaluates the toughness of concrete according to the
energy absorption and flexural toughness ratio. -e
flexural toughness ratio Re can be calculated as
follows [30]:

fe �
ΩL

bh
2δk

,

fcr �
FcrL

bh
2 ,

Re �
fe

fcr
,

(9)

where fe and fcr are the equivalent flexural strength and
flexural initial crack strength, respectively (MPa); Fcr is the
initial crack load (N); and Ωk and δk have the same defi-
nitions as Ω and δ in equation (7).

3. Test Results and Discussion

3.1. Mass Loss Rate

3.1.1. Effect of F-T Cycles. -e mass loss of HSPFRC is
positively associated with the number of F-T cycles (Fig-
ure 6). When the total fiber content is relatively small, the
maximum mass loss rate reaches 2.97% (S1P0.2) or 2.43%
(S1P0.1) after the HSPFRC experiences 500 F-T cycles.
However, when a relatively large volume of fibers is in-
corporated, the mass loss rate grows more slowly, and the
minimum mass loss rate is below 1% (S1.5P0.1 and S2P0.1).
-is may be due to the positive hybrid effect of the fibers in
concrete. -e two types of fibers are randomly distributed in
the concrete and form a dense network, which relieves the
stress concentration at the trailing edge of the frost-heaving

400mm

Transmitter

10
0m

m

10
0m

m

Receiving

Ultrasound
transmission route

Hydrophilic
coupling agent

Figure 4: Ultrasonic direct-penetration method.
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crack. Moreover, the fibers in the concrete surface layer can
effectively bond with cement paste and keep the surface layer
from spalling off.

By the end of the test, the relative values of the mass loss
rate are ordered as S0.5P0.3< S0.5P0.1 and
S1.5P0.1< S1.5P0.2. -e preliminary conclusions indicate
that the hybrid effects of both a low SF content mixed with a
high PF content and a high SF content mixed with a low PF
content are superior to the effect of a single type of fiber.

3.1.2. Effect of PF Content. Figure 7 shows that the mass loss
rates of HSPFRC vary with a changing PF content. Regardless
of the SF content, an increase in the PF content has a limited
effect on the frost resistance when the HSPFRC experiences
fewer than 100 F-T attacks. However, after 100 F-T cycles,
compared with that of the HSPFRCwithout PFs, themass loss
rate of theHSPFRCwith 0.1% PFs decreases dramatically, and
as the PF content continues to increase, the mass loss rate

gradually declines. -ese findings indicate that hybrid fibers
are more effective when the PF content is approximately 0.1%
at the later stage of F-T. Regarding the whole process,
compared with that of S0.5P0, the mass loss rate of S0.5P0.3
decreases by 79.5% after 425 freeze-thaw cycles. PFs, which
are relatively fine and lightweight, account for a large quantity
per unit volume and can effectively bond with the paste and
keep the surface layer of the concrete from spalling off.
However, at an excessive PF content, it will be difficult to
evenly disperse PFs throughout the concrete, resulting in
agglomeration and reducing the reinforcement effect.

3.1.3. Effect of the SF Content. Figure 8 illustrates that the
mass loss rate of HSPFRC is negatively correlated with the SF
content, and the decrease is more obvious when the PF
content reaches 0.2%, with a maximum reduction of 94.8%
(S1P0.2) after 325 F-T cycles. When the SF content exceeds
1.5%, the curves almost coincide, which indicates that the
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Figure 6: Mass loss rate of HSPFRC.
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Figure 5: (a) Setup and (b) schematic diagram of the four-point bending test for the flexural toughness.
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mass loss of HSPFRC under long-term frost attack can be
greatly reduced. -at is, large amounts of SFs mixed with
PFs can greatly enhance the frost resistance of HSPFRC and
decrease its mass loss after hundreds of F-T cycles. -e
existence of PF promotes the function of SF and effectively
improves the frost resistance of HSPFRC.

3.2. RDEM. As illustrated in Figure 9, the RDEM of
HSPFRC fluctuates with a slight rise under continuous frost
attack and that of HSPFRC with a large SF content increases
the most. Compared with the decreasing RDEM of ordinary
concrete (R0) after frost attack [33], the RDEM of HSPFRC

exhibits the opposite trend. -is abnormal phenomenon
may be related to the F-T test regimes and the influence of
fibers on ultrasonic propagation.

In this study, the RDEM was calculated by longitudinal
ultrasonic velocity measurements. After every 100 F-T cycles,
the specimens were toweled dry, and the ultrasonic wave
propagation time was measured. -en, the specimens were
soaked for 4 days and placed back into the F-T chamber for
further testing. With the accumulation of F-T damage, the
unhydrated cement particles on the surfaces of microcracks
continued to hydrate, and the hydration products gradually
occupied the pores formed during the F-T process and op-
timized the internal structure of the concrete. In this test, four
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Figure 7: Variation in the mass loss rate of HSPFRC with the PF content: (a) S0.5, (b) S1, and (c) S1.5.
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days of soaking provided the moisture conditions necessary
for self-healing, effectively improving the frost resistance
before the next occurrence of damage.-e alternation of these
soaking and F-Tprocesses resulted in irregular fluctuation of
the RDEM, which is in accordance with Cao’s results [34].

Furthermore, the SFs and PFs in HSPFRC have a great
influence on the ultrasonic propagation velocity. In concrete
with no fibers, the ultrasonic wave emitted from the
transmitter will travel through the matrix, aggregates, and
air voids and finally reaches the receiver. However, for
HSPFRC, the emitted ultrasonic waves will travel not only
through the matrix, aggregates, and air voids but also

through the fibers. Hence, because the propagation velocity
of ultrasonic waves in SFs is much faster than that in the
other components of HSPFRC, the higher the fiber content
is, the higher the RDEM of HSPFRC is.

3.3. Compressive Strength

3.3.1. Effect of the F-T Cycles. As demonstrated in Figure 10,
the compressive strength of HSPFRC decreases with the
aggravation of F-T damage. However, by the end of the test,
the concrete with a low fiber content, e.g., S0.5P0.1, has a
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Figure 8: Variation in the mass loss rate of HSPFRC with the SF content: (a) P0.1 and (b) P0.2.
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relatively high compressive strength loss of 54.4%, but its
residual compressive strength still reaches 32.96MPa. For
HSPFRC with a large fiber content, the compressive strength
decreases slightly with a compressive strength loss rate of
18.39% (S2P0.1), and the residual compressive strength is as
high as 57.25MPa.

-ese results demonstrate that HSPFRC can maintain a
high compressive strength during the F-T process, and its
residual compressive strength is closely associated with the
fiber content. Although damage accumulates continuously
during the whole F-Tprocess, the network structure formed
by SFs and PFs in HSPFRC becomes denser as more hybrid
fibers are incorporated, causing a relatively high residual
compressive strength after F-T cycles.

3.3.2. Effect of the PF Content. For concrete subjected to
fewer than 100 F-T cycles, the PF content has a relatively
small effect on its frost resistance. After more than 100 F-T
cycles, for an SF content of 0.5% (Figure 11(a)), the com-
pressive strength of HSPFRC is stable with a slight decline as
the PF content increases; for an SF content exceeding 1%
(Figures 11(b) and 11(c)), the compressive strength of
HSPFRC increases when more PFs are incorporated, and
this increase is more substantial when the PF content varies
from 0 to 0.1%. However, a high content of PFs among the
hybrid fibers is unfavorable for achieving a high compressive
strength.

An appropriate PF content can improve the frost re-
sistance of HSPFRC in the long term, but an excessive PF
content is not conducive to its performance under frost
attack. When PFs with a small elastic modulus are randomly
distributed in concrete, they can restrain crack propagation
under a small stress. Under an external load and internal
frost-heaving pressure, the stress of the PFs can easily reach

the tensile strength, and the weak interface between the PF
and cement paste may also reduce the reinforcing effect
[35, 36], deteriorating the HSPFRC performance.

3.3.3. Effect of the SF Content. As presented in Figure 12, at
the early stage of F-T, the compressive strength of HSPFRC
fluctuates slightly as the SF content increases. However, after
hundreds of F-Tcycles, HSPFRC with a large SF content has
a higher compressive strength than that with a small SF
content, and this disparity becomes much more obvious
when the PF content is relatively small (Figure 12(a)). When
this test ends, S2.0P0.1 still has a compressive strength of
57.25MPa, which is 5.81 times that of S0P0.1, indicating that
the effect of hybrid fiber inclusion is better when a high SF
content is mixed with a low PF content, especially under
long-term continuous frost attack. -e presented results
show that SFs with a high elastic modulus and high tensile
strength are likely to effectively inhibit frost-heaving cracks,
causing the SF reinforced concrete to bear greater loads and
dissipate more energy when subjected to compression.
Moreover, due to the high weight of SFs, the number of SFs
per unit volume is small, and thus, when a certain amount of
SFs are added, the number of SFs across cracks can sub-
stantially increase, and the compressive strength can be
improved.

3.4. Splitting Tensile Strength

3.4.1. Effect of F-T Cycles. Similar to the compressive
strength in Figure 10, HSPFRC exhibits a substantial im-
provement in the splitting tensile strength with an increase
in the total content of incorporated fibers (Figure 13). After
500 F-T cycles, the splitting tensile strength of S0.5P0.1
decreases by 55.6% with a residual splitting tensile strength
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Figure 10: Compressive strength and loss rate of HSPFRC.
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of 3.52MPa. However, for concrete with a high fiber content,
the splitting tensile strength decreases more slowly, with a
minimum reduction rate of 11.8% and a residual splitting
tensile strength as high as 7.89MPa (S2P0.1). Due to the
difference between the effects of the fiber reinforcement
mechanism on the compressive failure and splitting failure
of concrete [5, 37], the contribution of hybrid fibers to the
splitting tensile strength is much greater than that to the
compressive strength.

3.4.2. Effect of the PF Content. As illustrated in Figure 14,
when the SF content is 0.5% (Figure 14(a)), the splitting
tensile strength of HSPFRC fluctuates slightly within
1.5MPa as the PF content increases, and when the SF
content exceeds 1% (Figures 14(b) and 14(c)), the splitting
tensile strength of HSPFRC slightly increases when the PF
content increases. For concrete subjected to long-term F-T
(500 cycles), the splitting tensile strength reaches a maxi-
mum increment of 49% when the PF content is 0.2%, which
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Figure 11: Variation in the compressive strength of HSPFRC with the PF content: (a) S0.5, (b) S1, and (c) S1.5.
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indicates that SFs and PFs have a substantial synergistic
effect on increasing the splitting tensile strength of
HSPFRC. -erefore, as the PF content increases, the
improvement in the splitting tensile strength will become
more remarkable.

3.4.3. Effect of the SF Content. As illustrated in Figure 15, the
residual splitting tensile strength of HSPFRC increases dra-
matically when the SF content increases, which is similar to the

trend of the compressive strength shown in Figure 12. When
the PF content is 0.1% (Figure 15(a)), the residual splitting
tensile strength of S2P0.1 at the end of the test can be
maintained at 7.89MPa, which is 5.03 times that of S0P0.1.
When the PF content is 0.2% (Figure 15(b)), the splitting tensile
strength has a similar variation to the trend plotted in
Figure 15(a), but the rate of increase is relatively small.

-e test results shown in Figure 15 clearly demonstrate that
an increase in the SF content can greatly enhance the splitting
tensile strength of HSPFRC, especially when the PF content is
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Figure 12: Variation in the compressive strength of HSPFRC with the SF content: (a) P0.1 and (b) P0.2.
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Figure 13: Splitting tensile strength of HSPFRC (a) and its loss (b) after a certain number of F-T cycles.
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small. In addition, combined with Figure 14, an increase in the
SF content causes the HSPFRC to exhibit a higher mechanical
strength after F-T, while the same effect caused by an increase
in the PF content is relatively small, which may be due to the
difference in the physical properties between SFs and PFs.
During the F-T process, the frost-heaving pressure increases
continuously and cracks continue to expand. When the
specimens are subjected to external forces, SFs, which have a
larger elastic modulus, can restrain the propagation of mac-
rocracks and bear greater tensile stress [38]. However, PFs,
which have a smaller elastic modulus, can inhibit the

development of microcracks in concrete at the early stage of
F-T, while their effect on macrocracks is limited.

3.5. Flexural Toughness after F-T Cycles

3.5.1. Flexural Failure Modes of HSPFRC. -e load-deflec-
tion curve of HSPFRC and its typical flexural failure modes
under bending are depicted in Figures 16 and 17,
respectively.

For plain concrete (Figure 16(a)), R0, during the initial
loading period, the concrete material is in an elastic state,
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Figure 14: Variation in the splitting tensile strength of HSPFRC with the PF content: (a) S0.5, (b) S1, and (c) S1.5.
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Figure 15: Variation in the splitting tensile strength of HSPFRC with the SF content: (a) P0.1 and (b) P0.2.
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Figure 16: Continued.
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Figure 16: Load-deflection curves of HSPFRC with different fiber contents after certain numbers of F-T cycles: (a) R0, (b) S0.5P0.1,
and (c) S1P0.1.
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and the load and deflection are approximately linear. As the
load increases, the deflection of the concrete beam becomes
noticeable, and the stress at the edge of the tensile zone of
concrete increases. Upon reaching its ultimate tensile
strength, the concrete will crack and immediately be
destroyed, showing obvious brittleness.

For HSPFRC (Figures 16(b) and 16(c)), before cracking,
the concrete material is in an elastic state, and its stress-
deformation relationship is similar to that of plain concrete.
-e difference is that the fibers and concrete in HSPFRC
jointly bear the stress in the concrete beam. After the first
crack appears, the tensile stress on the SFs and PFs dis-
tributed randomly across the cracks suddenly increases.
Because of the bonding effect, the fiber stress at these cracks
gradually transfers to the concrete matrix, causing new
cracks to propagate. As the load increases, one of the main
cracks expands rapidly. -e PFs across the cracks are
gradually pulled out or broken, diminishing their ability to
restrict crack development. Moreover, the tensile stress
borne by the PFs is gradually transferred to the SFs. As the
load continues to increase, the SFs will be pulled out from
the matrix, consuming energy in the process. -us, the
bearing capacity of the HSPFRC increases slightly, showing a
secondary peak value. As the load continues, the concrete
matrix infused with SFs gradually falls apart, and the small,
slender cracks gradually merge into large cracks until the
concrete matrix is destroyed.

Compared with plain concrete, HSPFRC has superior
toughness. -e load-deflection curves of S1P0.1
(Figure 10(c)) are much broader with a quicker rising be-
havior and a gentler descending section than those of
S0.5P0.1 (Figure 10(b)). -at is, the incorporated SFs can
dramatically enhance the ultimate bearing capacity and
flexural toughness of HSPFRC. With an increase in the
number of F-T cycles, the load-deflection curves tend to
flatten, indicating that the cumulative damage caused by
frost attack will reduce the toughness of HSPFRC.

3.5.2. Flexural Toughness of HSPFRC

(1) JSCE flexural toughness coefficient
According to JSCE SF-4 [28], the initial crack de-
flection in this study is taken as 2mm, and the

flexural toughness coefficients of S0.5P0.1 and S1P0.1
are calculated and shown as follows.

Table 6 shows that the flexural toughness coefficient of
S1P0.1 tends to decrease and that of S0.5P0.1 fluctuates
during the F-Tprocess, which is obviously inconsistent
with the test results. -is may be due to the initial crack
deflection of HSPFRC, which is larger than the value of
L/150 recommended in JSCE SF-4. Accordingly, the
JSCE flexural toughness coefficient fe’ is recalculated by
taking L/100 as the initial crack deflection, as shown in
Table 7.

From Table 7, the flexural toughness coefficients of
S0.5P0.1 and S1P0.1 show a decreasing trend after F-T
cycles, and the value of the latter is generally higher
than that of the former, indicating that the toughness
of HSPFRC is reduced after frost attack and that the
toughness of concrete is improved by the inclusion of
SFs. -is finding is more in accordance with the
experimental results than with the values listed in
Table 6. -e threshold of L/150 recommended by
JSCE SF-4 was determined based on a large number of
field engineering projects, but it is obviously not
suitable for HSPFRC. -erefore, for HSPFRC with a
high initial crack deflection and large final defor-
mation, the author suggests that the average stress
corresponding to amidspan deflection of L/100 can be
defined as the flexural toughness coefficient.

(2) PCS method
In this study, the PCS is calculated by taking 3mm,
4mm, and 5mm as the small deflection, medium
deflection, and large deflection, respectively, as
shown in Table 8.

Table 8 shows that the PCSs of S0.5P0.1 and S1P0.1
decrease after F-T cycles, and the PCS of S1P0.1 is
generally higher than that of S0.5P0.1 at any de-
flection, indicating that SFs are beneficial for im-
proving the flexural toughness of HSPFRC.
Moreover, both S0.5P0.1 and S1P0.1 reach their
maximum PCS at medium deflection (4mm), in-
dicating that the toughening effect of fibers is sub-
stantial. Compared with the value in Table 7, the

(e) (f )

Figure 17: Bending fracture modes of HSPFRC with different fiber contents after different F-Tcycles: (a) R0, N � 0, (b) S0.5P0.1, N � 0,
(c) S0.5P0.1, N � 200, (d) S1P0.1, N � 200, (e) S1P0.1, N � 300, and (f ) S1P0.2, N � 300.
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value of PCS-3 in Table 8 is generally higher. Al-
though both calculation methods obtain an equiv-
alent strength, the JSCE SF-4 method considers the
interaction effect of fibers and the matrix on im-
proving the flexural strength, while the PCS method
ignores the interaction effect and considers only the
improvement of fibers after cracking.

(3) CECS 13: 2009 method.
According to CECS 13: 2009 [30], the midspan
deflection is taken as L/150, and the flexural
toughness ratio Re � fe/fcr is shown in Table 9.

-e flexural toughness ratios of S1P0.1 and S0.5P0.1
fluctuate during the F-T test, which disagrees with the test
results. Taking the midspan deflection as L/100, the calcu-
lated flexural toughness ratio is also inconsistent with the
test results. -ese results mean that it remains difficult to
accurately evaluate the flexibility of HSPFRC with CECS 13:
2009, the improved JSCE SF-4 method.

3.5.3. Applicability of Toughness Evaluation Methods for
HSPFRC. In the present work, the flexural toughness of
HSPFRC is evaluated by using three commonly used
methods. -e improved JSCE flexural toughness coefficient
and the PCS method are more suitable for HSPFRC than the
CECS 13 : 2009 method. However, the primary JSCE flexural
toughness coefficient cannot accurately evaluate the

performance of concrete before and after cracking, while the
PCS method is a good supplement to evaluating the per-
formance of concrete and can evaluate the flexural toughness
of concrete beams with different midspan deflections.
Nevertheless, although the PCS can reflect the stress level of
HSPFRC to some extent, it is inappropriate to ignore the
performance of the concrete before reaching its peak value
[39]. In contrast, the Chinese standard CECS 13: 2009, which
is based on JSCE SF-4 and ASTM 1018, cannot avoid the
problems caused by the selection of the initial crack de-
flection of ASTM 1018 and thus is not suitable for the
analysis index of this test.

3.6.Analysis of the Importanceof theFactorsAffecting theFrost
Resistance of HSPFRC. -e significance of both the envi-
ronmental conditions and the concrete composition on the
frost resistance of HSPFRC are quantitatively described in
this section by using fuzzy rough set theory.

3.6.1. Fuzzy Cluster Analysis. Dynamic cluster analysis based
on the fuzzy equivalence relation is used to describe the un-
certainty in the F-T test results. In this study, let variable
universe X � x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xn  represent all the speci-
mens after F-T cycles, and each specimen
xi � xi1, xi2, . . . , xim  has m parameters affecting the frost
resistance of HSPFRC after suffering frost damage. -e dy-
namic cluster analysis can be performed as follows [40, 41]:

Step 1. Standardize the measured data by the standard
deviation transformation:

xij
′ �

xij − xj

sj

, (10)

xj �
1
n



n

i�1
xij, (11)

sj �

�������������

1
n



n

i�1
xij − xj 

2




, (12)

where and sj are the average and standard deviation of
xij, respectively, and i� 1, 2, . . ., n and j� 1, 2, . . ., m.
Step 2. Use the Euler distance method to determine the
similarity coefficient among each test sample rij �R (xi,
xj) and establish the fuzzy similarity matrix R:

rij � 1 − c ·

������������



m

k�1
xik − xjk 

2




, 0≤ rij ≤ 1. (13)

Step 3. Use the square transform method to establish
the fuzzy equivalent matrix R∗. Square transform

Table 6: Flexural toughness coefficient of HSPFRC fe (MPa).

Mixture ID
F-T cycles

0 100 200 300
S0.5P0.1 2.40 1.17 1.71 1.26
S1P0.1 2.99 1.32 1.24 1.09

Table 7: Flexural toughness coefficient of HSPFRC fe’ (MPa).

Mixture ID
F-T cycles

0 100 200 300
S0.5P0.1 2.81 2.06 2.16 1.23
S1P0.1 4.47 2.83 2.22 2.05

Table 8: PCS of HSPFRC with different deformations (MPa).

Mixture ID F-T cycles
0 100 200 300

S0.5P0.1
PCS-3 3.91 3.74 2.05 1.49
PCS-4 3.91 4.36 3.58 1.50
PCS-5 2.87 2.82 1.95 1.10

S1P0.1
PCS-3 7.36 6.14 4.11 5.28
PCS-4 7.87 8.02 5.92 7.42
PCS-5 6.07 5.01 3.41 3.42

Note. PCS-3, PCS-4, and PCS-5 represent the PCSs corresponding to de-
flections of 3mm, 4mm, and 5mm, respectively.
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method:R⟶R2⟶R4⟶ . . .⟶R2k untilR2k �Rk,
and Rk is the fuzzy equivalent matrix R∗.
Step 4. Choose different confidence levels λ ∈ [0, 1] and
gradually merge the rows and columns of the fuzzy
equivalent matrix R∗ obtained in step 3 by using the F-
statistic value to obtain the dynamic clustering results
[40]:

F �


r
j�1 nj x(j)

− x
�����

�����
2

 /(r − 1) 


r
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nj

i�1 x(j)
i − x(j)
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�����
2

 /(n − r) 

,
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� ( x

(j)
1 , x

(j)
2 , . . . , x

(j)
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(j)
m ), x(j)
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nj



nj

i�1
x

(j)

ik ,

(14)

where x and x(j) are the normal vectors of the sample space
and the jth cluster, respectively, and x

(j)

k is the mean value of
the kth factor that influences the frost resistance of HSPFRC.

3.6.2. Rough Set. In the present work, the weight of each
influencing factor affecting the frost resistance of HSPFRC is
calculated by rough set theory [42].

(1) Information system
Let S� (U, A, V, f ) be the information system. U
represents the collection of specimens, A�C∪D is
the collection of attributes, in which C is a condi-
tional attribute set and D is a decision attribute set,
C∩D�φ, and V is the set of attribute values.

(2) Upper and lower approximations
Let P and Q be fuzzy relations on sets X and Y,
respectively; let R⊆XY signify random boundary
conditions on XY, and let I�PR be the product of
fuzzy relations. -en, the I-upper approximation
and I-lower approximation of R are as follows:

I−
(R) � (x, y) ∈ XY: I((X,Y))∩R≠ϕ ,

I−(R) � (x, y) ∈ XY: I((X,Y))⊆R .
(15)

Let BNI(R) be the region of the boundary of R, which
can be obtained by the difference between the upper
approximation and lower approximation:

BNI(R) � I−
(R) − I−(R). (16)

(3) Indiscernible relation

Let P be a subset ofC; then, the indiscernible relation
IND (P) is as follows:

IND(P) � (x, y) ∈ U × U|, ∀a ∈ P, f(x, a) � f(y, a) ,

(17)

where f (x, a) represents the value of x ∈U with
respect to attribute a.

(4) Significance of the attributes
Let P and Q be subsets of C and D, respectively. -e
dependence of knowledge Q on knowledge P is as
follows:

K � cP(Q) �
POSP(Q)




|U|
, (18)

where POSP(Q) � P (Q) and |POSP(Q)| and |U| are car-
dinalities of POSP(Q) andU, respectively. -e significance of
the attribute subset ci⊆C with respect to D is expressed as
follows:

SGF ci,C,D(  � cC(D) − cC− ci{ }(D), (19)

where SGF (ci, C, D) represents the significance of ci to C.
-e greater the significance of the influencing factor is, the
greater the impact on the frost resistance of concrete is.

3.6.3. Significance of the Factors Affecting the Frost Resistance
of HSPFRC. Twenty-four groups of specimens with 8
mixture proportions are selected as U. C � c1, c2, c3  in-
cludes the annual F-T cycles, SF content, and PF content. To
better distinguish the data and reduce the size of the data
matrix, the numbers of F-Tcycles are 200, 400, and 500. -e
splitting tensile strength of HSPFRC can effectively reflect
the strengthening mechanism of hybrid fibers after F-T to a
certain extent. -erefore, the splitting tensile strength loss
rate after F-T is taken as the decision attribute set D � d1 ,
as shown in Table 10.

(1) Establish the fuzzy equivalent matrix R∗

-e raw data matrix comprising the influencing
factors and test results through step 1 of fuzzy cluster
analysis is standardized.-en, the similarity matrixR

Table 9: Flexural toughness ratio (Re) of HSPFRC.

Mixture ID
F-T cycles

0 100 200 300
S0.5P0.1 0.61 0.24 0.51 0.65
S1P0.1 0.41 0.22 0.27 0.26
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is established by using equation (13) in step 2, and R∗
is constructed through step 3.
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0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 1 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679

0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 1 0.84 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713

0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.84 1 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713

0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 1 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679

0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 1 0.84 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81

0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.84 1 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81

0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 1 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679

0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 1 0.84 0.679 0.713 0.713

0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.84 1 0.679 0.713 0.713

0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 0.81 0.679 0.679 0.713 0.679 0.679 1 0.679 0.679

0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 1 0.84

0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.81 0.81 0.679 0.713 0.713 0.679 0.84 1

Table 10: Collection of the attributes of HSPFRC specimens after frost attack.

Sample ID
Conditional attribute: factors affecting frost resistance

Decision attribute: splitting tensile strength loss rate (%)
F-T cycles SF content (%) PF content (%)

S0.5P0.1 200 0.5 0.1 7.31
S0.5P0.1 400 0.5 0.1 38.08
S0.5P0.1 500 0.5 0.1 55.61
S0.5P0.2 200 0.5 0.2 7.34
S0.5P0.2 400 0.5 0.2 34.15
S0.5P0.2 500 0.5 0.2 55.13
S0.5P0.3 200 0.5 0.3 14.02
S0.5P0.3 400 0.5 0.3 33.29
S0.5P0.3 500 0.5 0.3 59.02
S1P0.1 200 1 0.1 6.43
S1P0.1 400 1 0.1 25.96
S1P0.1 500 1 0.1 42.81
S1P0.2 200 1 0.2 9.19
S1P0.2 400 1 0.2 22.98
S1P0.2 500 1 0.2 36.21
S1.5P0.1 200 1.5 0.1 1.81
S1.5P0.1 400 1.5 0.1 9.86
S1.5P0.1 500 1.5 0.1 23.13
S1.5P0.2 200 1.5 0.2 2.59
S1.5P0.2 400 1.5 0.2 15.99
S1.5P0.2 500 1.5 0.2 18.58
S2P0.1 200 2 0.1 -0.34
S2P0.1 400 2 0.1 10.50
S2P0.1 500 2 0.1 11.84
xk 366.67 1.06 0.16 22.56
sk 124.72 0.53 0.07 17.55
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Equation (14) is used to determine λ� 0.84, and
then the specimens are classified based on the
fuzzy equivalence matrix R∗ through step 4. -e
best classifications of the influencing factors and
the splitting tensile strength loss rate are as
follows:
U/IND (C)� {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}, {5, 6}, {7}, {8, 9}, {10},
{11, 12}, {13}, {14, 15}, {16}, {17, 18}, {19}, {20, 21},
{22}, {23, 24}};
U/IND (D)� {{1, 4, 10, 13, 17, 23, 24}, {2, 15}, {3, 6},
{5, 8}, {7, 20}, {9}, {11}, {12}, {14, 18}, {16, 19}, {21},
{22}}.
-e conditional attribute ci (i� 1, 2, . . ., m) is suc-
cessively removed, and the remaining conditional
attributes are clustered using the aforementioned
method, and the best classifications are as follows:
U/IND(C− {c1})� {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}, {10, 11,
12}, {13, 14, 15}, {16, 17, 18}, {19, 20, 21}, {22, 23, 24}};
U/IND(C− {c2})� {{1, 10, 16, 22}, {2, 11, 17, 23}, {3,
12, 18, 24}, {4, 13, 19}, {5, 14, 20}, {6, 15, 21}, {7}, {8},
{9}};
U/IND(C− {c3})� {{1, 4, 7}, {2, 5, 8}, {3, 6, 9}, {10,
13}, {11, 14}, {12, 15}, {16, 19}, {17, 20}, {18, 21}, {22},
{23}, {24}}.

-e positive regions of the conditional attributes are as
follows:

POSC(D) � C{ } (D)

� 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 23, 24{ },

POSC− c1{ }(D) � C − c1   (D) � ϕ,

POSC− c2{ }(D) � C − c2   (D) � 7, 8, 9{ },

POSC− c3{ }(D) � C − c3   (D)

� 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 23, 24{ }.

(20)

-e significance of the influencing factor ci on the
splitting tensile strength loss rate SGF (ci, C, D) is calculated
by equation (17):

SGF c1,C,D(  � cC(D) − cC− c1{ }(D)

�
POSC(D)




|U|
−

POSC− c1{ }(D)




|U|
�
10
24

−
0
24

�
10
24

,

SGF c2,C,D(  � cC(D) − cC− c2{ }(D)

�
POSC(D)




|U|
−

POSC− c2{ }(D)




|U|
�
10
24

−
3
24

�
7
24

,

SGF c3,C,D(  � cC(D) − cC− c3{ }(D)

�
POSC(D)




|U|
−

POSC− c3{ }(D)




|U|
�
10
24

−
7
24

�
3
24

.

(21)

Eventually, the weight of the influencing factor ci is as
follows:

Wi �
SGF ci,C,D( 


m
k�1 SGF ck,C,D( 

� wc1
, wc2

, wc3
  � (0.50, 0.35, 0.15).

(22)

Among the factors affecting the loss rate of the splitting
tensile strength of HSPFRC, the number of F-Tcycles has the
most substantial influence, followed by the SF content, while
the PF content has a relatively small impact. -e corre-
sponding weights are 0.50 (number of F-T cycles)> 0.35 (SF
content)> 0.15 (PF content).-e relative significance of each
influencing factor calculated by fuzzy rough set theory can
effectively evaluate the degree of influencing factors affecting
the durability of HSPFRC.

4. Conclusions

-e combined effect of incorporating both SFs and PFs on
the frost resistance of HSPFRC was studied in this work, and
the relative significance of the environmental conditions and
fiber contents was quantified by using fuzzy rough set
theory. -e major findings and conclusions are summarized
as follows:

(1) An increase in the SF content can effectively improve
the frost resistance of HSPFRC. Before 100 F-T
cycles, an increase in the SF content has a limited
effect. However, after 500 F-T cycles, the frost re-
sistance of HSPFRC is substantially improved, with
the compressive strength and splitting tensile
strength increasing by factors of approximately 5 and
4, respectively, and the mass loss rate is reduced by
more than 90%; in addition, the flexural toughness
can also increase rapidly as the SF content increases.

(2) -e reinforcement effect of PFs on the performance
of HSPFRC is relatively small compared with that of
SFs. Similar to the addition of SFs, the mechanical
properties of HSPFRC only slightly change with the
variation in the PF content before 100 F-T cycles.
However, under continuous frost attack, an increase
in the PF content can noticeably reduce the mass loss
of concrete, with a reduction in S0.5P0.3 of almost
80% after 325 F-Tcycles. However, an increase in the
PF content has a limited effect on improving the
residual strength and flexural toughness.

(3) An appropriate content of hybrid fibers can substan-
tially improve the frost resistance of HSPFRC when a
low SF content (less than 1%) is mixed with a high PF
content (more than 0.2%) or when a high SF content
(more than 1%) is mixed with a low PF content (0.1%).
Considering the economy and workability of HSPFRC,
S1.5P0.1 has an optimal fiber content, and its com-
prehensive properties are the best.

(4) -e effect of the hybrid fiber content on the splitting
tensile strength is greater than that on the
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compressive strength of HSPFRC. -e RDEM is not
suitable for evaluating the frost resistance of
HSPFRC, whichmay be related to the F-T test regime
and the influence of fibers on ultrasonic propagation.

(5) -e flexural toughness of HSPFRC can be sub-
stantially improved after hybrid fibers are incorpo-
rated, and the selection of the concrete toughness
evaluation method is closely related to the initial
crack deflection and final deformation. -e PCS and
the modified JSCE flexural toughness coefficient are
more suitable than CECS 13:2009 for evaluating the
toughness of HSPFRC by taking the average stress of
the midspan deflection as L/100.

(6) Fuzzy rough set theory can objectively quantify the
factors that affect the frost resistance of HSPFRC and
directly reflect the degree of influence of each factor.
In the presented work, the weights of the influencing
factors are 0.50 (number of F-T cycles)> 0.35 (SF
content)> 0.15 (PF content). -at is, the number of
F-T cycles can greatly affect the frost resistance of
HSPFRC, while the inclusion of SFs with a high
elastic modulus and better bond strength has a
weaker influence, and the inclusion of PFs with a
small elastic modulus and weak interface transition
zone has a minimal impact.
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